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Intimate distance is for touching and whispering, less than 6
inches to 18 inches; personal distance is for talking to good
friends or family, 1.5 to 4 feet; social distance for interactions
among acquaintances, 4 to 12 feet; and public distance for public
speaking, 12-25 feet.
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Proxemics - Boundless Open Textbook

Proxemics - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxemics

Overview Contents Human distances Organization of space in territories Cultural factors Applied research

Proxemics is the study of human use of space and the effects that population density
has on behaviour, communication, and social interaction. Proxemics is one among
several subcategories in the study of nonverbal communication, including haptics,
kinesics, vocalics, and chronemics. Edward T. Hall, the cultural anthropologist who
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kinesics, vocalics, and chronemics. Edward T. Hall, the cultural anthropologist who
coined the term in 1963, defined proxemics as "the interrelated observations and theoriâ€¦
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Intimate Distance: Twenty-five Years of Photographs, A ...
https://aperture.org/shop/intimate-distance-twenty-five-years-of...
Intimate Distance is the first comprehensive monograph charting the career of acclaimed
American photographer Todd Hido. Though he has published many smaller monographs
of individual bodies of work, this gathers his most iconic images for the first time and
brings a fresh perspective to his oeuvre with the inclusion of many unpublished â€¦

Intimate distance | definition of intimate distance by ...
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/intimate+distance
intimate distance Psychology A zone of space ranging from intimate contact to less than
an arm's length in which people operate under specific social situations. See Proxemics.

Intimate Distance | Duke University Press
https://www.dukeupress.edu/Intimate-Distance
â€œIntimate Distance is a valuable contribution to the anthropology of music,
particularly with regard to the originality of the authorâ€™s topic, ...

Intimate Distance, Definition of The Inimate Distance
www.blog.saeeed.com/...distance-definition-of-the-inimate-distance
1-1-Intimate Distance Before given an explanation to this point, we can start by asking
this question : Is intimacy restricted to courting couples, or does it extend to other
relationships ? This is the question that would be considered in terms of â€¦

Proxemics: Distance Zones - Blogger
coms-group-03.blogspot.com/2011/12/distance-zones.html
The different distance zones include intimate distance, personal distance, social
distance, and public distance. Each one of these different zones are used to nonverbally
communicate our feelings to our surroundings.

Intimate Distance â€” GUP
www.gupmagazine.com/books/todd-hido/intimate-distance
Intimate Distance, a new book from American photographer Todd Hido (b. 1968) is a mid-
career retrospective of sorts.

Proxemics - Types of Proxemics
https://proxemics.weebly.com/types-of-proxemics.html
Intimate distance is that which is used for very confidential communications. This zone of
distance is characterized by 0 to 2 feet of space between two individuals. An example of
intimate distance is two people hugging, holding hands, or standing side-by-side.

Intimate Distances - Lion's Roar
https://www.lionsroar.com/intimate-distances
Speculations on the nature of self, other, boundary and embodiment by the great
cognitive scientist and Buddhist practitioner Francisco J. Varela, written after undergoing
a liver transplant.

Personal Distance â€“ Zones - Study-Body-Language.com
www.study-body-language.com/Personal-distance.html
In this post I introduced you with one of the main concepts of Proxemics - the division of
personal distance into zones. Don't confuse it with personal territory â€“ think about it as
a bubble that encircle you all the time and affects your reactions to others.

Todd Hidoâ€™s â€œIntimate Distanceâ€� | The New
Yorker
https://www.newyorker.com/.../photo-booth/todd-hidos-intimate-distance
The photographs gathered in Todd Hidoâ€™s new book, â€œIntimate Distance,â€� were
made over the course of the last twenty-five years. During that time, Hido has worked on
several substantial groups of pictures, often simultaneously, photographing landscapes,
byways, signs, suburbia, interiors, fabrics, and faces.

Intimate Distance
Amazon.com/books
Ad Save on Arts, Photography & Coffee Table Books
Fast Shipping · Shop Best Sellers · Explore Amazon Devices · Shop Our Huge Selection

9.0/10  (1,984 reviews)
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